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Abstract 
The Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas (JESSICA) is part of a general paradigm shift in 
EU-policy, since its most innovative element is to introduce an alternative to traditional grant funding by providing 
financial engineering instruments – namely loans, guarantees and equity capital – on a revolving base. This means 
that instead of financing sustainable urban development projects with grants that are – once paid out – lost for good, 
revolving financial engineering instruments for successful projects may generate a capital backflow enabling 
Managing Authorities to reinvest in new urban development projects. In order to channel funds effectively to 
sustainable urban projects, the institutional framework of the JESSICA-initiative intends to set up urban development 
funds as financial intermediary. The three main objectives of the JESSICA-initiative are (i) to promote urban deve-
lopment projects as economic stimulus, (ii) to provide cost-effective, long-term financing to support urban trans-
formation in a sustainable fund model and (iii) to mobilize private capital for public-private partnerships. Concerning 
the latter, the JESSICA-initiative shall attract private investors and banks to finance sustainable urban development 
by providing catalytic first-loss capital via UDFs that lowers the risk and enhances the return of private investors, 
therefore making more projects feasible and overcoming existing market failures. So far, an empirical evaluation is 
missing on how successful JESSICA has been so far in achieving its ambitious objectives. In this paper, we first develop 
a conceptual base to analyze urban development funds and give second an introduction into the realized outcomes 
of the policy change measurable in monetary terms in all 28 EU member states. Our findings reveal the problems in 
urban development financing for private financial institutions as well as public authorities. With the help of an 
ongoing impact analysis managing authorities might overcome these problems in the current programming period.  
Keywords: real estate development; urban policy; European Cohesion policy; sustainable finance; impact evaluation 
 
1. Introduction  
The Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas (JESSICA) is a policy initiative of the European 
Commission developed with the European Investment Bank (EIB) and supported by the Council of Europe 
Development Bank (CEB), having as a primary objective the use of EU Structural Funds through financial engineering 
mechanisms to support sustainable urban development. JESSICA responds to the need to support sustainable urban 
transformation by addressing a perceived shortage of investment dedicated to integrated urban renewal and 
regeneration projects in European cities. Therefore, the intention of launching the JESSICA initiative was to provide 
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new opportunities to Managing Authorities (MA) responsible for the implementation of Structural Funds in line with 
Operational Programs agreed for the current programming period. Benefits from JESSICA should include: 
• ensuring long-term durable support to urban transformation processes through the revolving 
character of ERDF contributions to JESSICA financial engineering instruments, 
• contributing financial and managerial expertise from specialist institutions such as the EIB, the CEB 
and other financial institutions, 
• leveraging additional resources for PPPs and other urban projects in the EU, and 
• creating stronger incentives for successful implementation by final recipients, since MA receive 
part of the capital backflow of successful projects which they can use for further investment. 
European Parliament and Commission established the framework for the JESSICA initiative at the end of 2006 and 
therefore before the global financial crisis started. Their original objective was to use scarce capital resources more 
efficiently and sustainable than grants which had been the norm in EU financing. However, the complex institutional 
requirements needed considerable technical support. Therefore, the European Commission implemented together 
with the EIB parallel to the introduction of new legislation a European expert group for the JESSICA initiative. It 
produced first recommendations and ideas how the main financial instrument of the initiative, the urban 
development funds (UDFs), should look like. The expert group presented these ideas at the Marseille meeting of EU 
Urban Policy Ministers on 25 November 2008, which lead to the declaration of the ministers in charge of urban 
development on JESSICA. In the following years, Managing Authorities in the European Member States began to 
establish JESSICA type funds, now however in the middle of the global financial crisis. Consequently, a second main 
objective had become significant in the implementation of JESSICA because many European Member States faced 
immense financial problems (sometimes up today). The problems in the banking sectors as well as rising risks and 
interest rate levels created a sharp drop in supply of credit. Private companies as well as households faced a credit 
crunch in many countries.  Especially the promoters and investors in the property and development sectors suddenly 
did not have access to development finance anymore. The consequence for the non-financial sectors in these 
countries was simple because only “what gets funded, gets built”. For the European Cohesion policy, this was an 
even bigger problem since it follows a place-based approach (in comparison to people-based approach). Important 
property-led developments could not be guaranteed any longer, although sufficient demand for infrastructure, 
community or affordable housing development was existent. Therefore, the second main objective of the JESSICA 
initiative was now to finance Public Private Partnerships (PPP) in urban development by removing or at least reducing 
funding constraints on urban policy. Therefore, the objective of this research is to find out whether the JESSICA 
initiative – or more precisely the relevant JESSICA type funds (holding funds and urban development funds) – were 
successful in financing urban development projects in European Member States in a sustainable way.  
 
2. Institutional framework of the EU-urban policy “JESSICA” 
The Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas (JESSICA) is a policy initiative of the European 
Commission introduced due to a perceived shortage of investment dedicated to integrated urban regeneration 
projects in European cities. The starting point of the initiative was the Bristol Conference in December 2005 followed 
by the Leipzig Charta in 2007, leading to central binding European legislation for the use of EU structural funds: 
• COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) No 1083/2006 of 11 July 2006 laying down general provisions on the 
European Regional Development Fund, the Europe-an Social Fund and the Cohesion Fund, 
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• REGULATION (EC) No 1080/2006 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 5 July 
2006 on the European Regional Development Fund, 
• COMMISSION REGULATION (EC) No 1828/2006 of 8 December 2006 setting out rules for the 
implementation of Council Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 laying down general provisions on the 
European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund and the Cohesion Fund. 
The intention of launching the JESSICA-initiative was to provide new opportunities to Managing Authorities (MA) 
responsible for investments of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in line with Operational 
Programmes (OPs), agreed for the programming period 2007 to 2013. The most innovative element of the JESSICA-
initiative is to introduce an alternative to traditional grant funding by providing financial instruments – namely loans, 
equity capital and guarantees – on a revolving base: instead of financing sustainable urban development projects, 
like e.g. the redevelopment of brownfields, with “lost” grants, revolving financial instruments for successful projects 
may generate a capital backflow enabling MA to reinvest in new urban development projects. In order to channel 
funds effectively to sustainable urban projects, the institutional framework of the JESSICA-initiative intends to set 
up urban development funds (UDFs) as financial intermediary.  
For the first time in EU-policy, the Commission intends to combine integrated urban planning issues with financial 
engineering instruments in a sustainable fund model, thus creating a new asset class in Europe. With assistance of 
the European Investment Bank (EIB) financial engineering instruments shall create an economic stimulus through 
the funding of more than 2000 higher-risk projects. According to the Special Task Force on Investment in the EU 
(2014), these projects are worth €1.3 trillion of potential investments and have the potential to fuel growth and 
employment opportunities for the EU and bear high return for Europe’s competitiveness. However, UDFs are not 
suitable for every type of project. Since fund managers use loans, equity or guarantees, only projects that generate 
some cash flow return (i.e. repayable investments) are eligible and fundable. At the same time, projects have to be 
part of an integrated plan for sustainable urban development (IPSUD), which every member state has introduced in 
its urban policy in the meantime (Nadler, 2014). Therefore, the promoted urban development projects must 
generate externalities (Thiel, Nadler 2015) in line with the policy objectives set out in OPs and underlying integrated 
urban development plans, thus giving rise to social, ecological or public benefit for urban citizens. Possible indicators 
for external benefits should evolve from the relevant integrated planning instruments. This can be output indicators 
of energy passes, output targets of the OPs of member states, results of citizen surveys regarding achieved benefits 
or outcome indicators from (full) IPSUDs (Nadler, 2014). 
 
3. Implementation strategies in the 28 European Member States 
Under the introduced framework, Managing Authorities of EU Member States have the option to employ part of 
their Structural Fund allocations through financial engineering instruments supporting urban development. These 
instruments are Urban Development Funds (UDFs) investing in PPPs and other projects included in integrated plans 
for sustainable urban development. Managing Authorities could use such financial engineering instruments not only 
to support urban development but also to promote enterprise finance (JEREMIE initiative) or micro banking 
(JASMINE initiative). Especially the promoting of risk capital through financial engineering instruments was more 
favorable for the Managing Authorities in Europe in the past.  
The overall contribution to 941 financial engineering instruments is more than 14.28 billion Euros. This is clearly a 
new asset class established by the European Commission in the funding period following the global financial crisis. 
The overall sum is comparable to another new asset class established in Europe following the global financial crisis, 
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the private property debt funds. At the beginning of 2014, the statistics of the rating agency Scope and INREV (Scope 
Ratings 2014) show a smaller fund number (32) with a larger target capital of already 29.4 billion Euros. Therefore, 
the funds in this asset class are not strictly comparable to the financial engineering instruments in the JESSICA 
initiative with respect to the individual fund size. However, they fund comparable projects with comparable financial 
instruments. 
Managing Authority can implement these financial engineering instruments by first establishing a holding fund, 
which can manage the specific funds for the different initiatives in one Member State (cf. Kreuz/Nadler, 2010). It 
might make sense to use a holding fund even within a single initiative like JESSICA. This two-layer structure (left side 
of figure 1) is the first of two alternatives for the implementation of JESSICA in their Member State. With a holding 
fund (HF), Managing Authorities can delegate different tasks. Either HFs can begin to structure new UDFs or they 
can identify urban development funds already established. Furthermore, the HF could fund and monitor the selected 
urban development funds as a service to the Managing Authority. Here the HF not only has a financing function, but 
also provides essential technical assistance in the overall JESSICA implementation process. This two-layer structure 
might be necessary for Member States with Managing Authorities that have limited or no experience concerning 
financial engineering instruments in-vesting in urban development. Alternatively, Managing Authorities may invest 
their structural fund resources directly into one or more UDFs (right side of Figure 1). This one-layer-structure might 
be preferable for Managing Authorities with notable experience in financial engineering. Thus, they are able to 
reduce, for example, the overall administrative costs associated with a two-layer structure. 
Figure 1: Financial engineering instruments in the JESSICA Initiative 
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If we look at public offerings of these financial instruments in the JESSICA initiative (figure 2a and 2b), we can see 
that the overall contribution to JESSICA type funds is “only” 1.83 billion Euros, which means that other European 
initiatives (especially the JEREMIE initiative for enterprise finance) absorbed more capital than the place-based 
approach for development finance in the JESSICA initiative: 
Figure 2a and b: Implementation of financial engineering instruments in the JESSICA Initiative  
 
 
  
So far, 13 of 28 European Member States have implemented 55 urban development funds. Together with 17 holding 
funds therefore the JESSICA asset class overall consists of 72 JESSICA type financial engineering instruments. If we 
look in detail on the realized financial engineering instruments (cf. Table 1), we can see differences in the 
implementation strategy of the European Member States: 
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Table 1: Implementation of financial engineering instruments in the JESSICA Initiative 
 
Whereas a country like Greece decided to implement a different UDF for all five major regions together with a 
national holding funds (managed by the EIB, two-layer structure), member states like Germany choose a completely 
different implementation strategy. Here, only those regions with a regional promotional bank or institute 
implemented directly an UDF without the help of a holding fund (single-layer structure).  
Member State Urban development fund (UDF) founded UDF Size (€ millions) HF Size (€ millions) implementation
Bulgaria Fund for Sustainable Urban Development of Sofia JSC 2012 12.11 33.00 two-layer
Bulgaria Regional Urban Development Fund AD 2011 18.17 33.00 two-layer
Bulgaria Housing Renovation Fund, Sofia 2012 6.37 0.00 single-layer
Czech Republic State Funds for Housing Development, Prague UDF/HF 2012 24.48 0.00 single-layer
Czech Republic CMZRB Českomoravská záruční a rozvojová banka 2012 2.57 0.00 two-layer
Czech Republic CONTERA , Urban Development Fund MS s.r.o. 2012 16.93 0.00 two-layer
Germany Thueringer Stadtentwicklungsfonds 2012 8.60 0.00 single-layer
Germany Stadtentwicklungsfonds Brandenburg, Potsdam 2009 20.00 0.00 single-layer
Germany Stadtentwicklungsfonds Sachsen 2012 3.68 0.00 single-layer
Germany Stadtentwicklungsfonds Hessen 2011 10.00 0.00 single-layer
Estonia KredEx, Programme "Renovation loan for apartment buildings" 2009 66.71 0.00 single-layer
Greece UDF Crete, Pancretan Cooperative Bank 2011 1.66 258.00 two-layer
Greece UDF Attica, National Bank of Greece 2011 11.75 258.00 two-layer
Greece UDF Central Macedonia, Piraeus Bank 2012 2.04 258.00 two-layer
Greece UDF Eastern Macedonia, Investment Bank of Greece 2012 2.94 258.00 two-layer
Greece UDF Peleponnese, EFG Eurobank 2012 2.28 258.00 two-layer
Spain BANCO BILBAO VIZCAYA ARGENTARIA, S.A. 2012 7.32 127.64 two-layer
Spain JESSICA Fondo de Inversión en Diversificación y Ahorro de Energía EIB2011 10.44 127.64 two-layer
Spain AC JESSICA Andalucia 2009 85.71 85.71 two-layer
Italy Equiter - Banco di Napoli e Banca Impresa 2011 100.00 100.00 two-layer
Italy Banco di Sardegna S.p.A. 2012 33.19 70.00 two-layer
Italy Fondo Sardegna Energia SRL (Equiter) 2012 33.11 70.00 two-layer
Lithuania Loan fund (AB SEB bankas) 2011 6.00 163.42 two-layer
Lithuania Loan fund (AB Šiauliu bankas) 2010 12.00 163.42 two-layer
Lithuania Loan fund (AB Šiauliu bankas) 2010 10.00 163.42 two-layer
Lithuania Loan fund (AB Šiauliu bankas) 2013 40.00 163.42 two-layer
Lithuania Loan fund (Public Investments Development Agency (PIDA) 2013 20.00 163.42 two-layer
Lithuania Loan fund (Public Investments Development Agency (PIDA) 2013 10.00 163.42 two-layer
Lithuania Loan Fund (Swedbank) 2010 24.00 163.42 two-layer
Netherlands Jessica Energiefonds Den Haag (ED) 2014 3.00 8.86 two-layer
Netherlands JESSICA Fonds Ruimte en Economie Den Haag (FRED) 2013 4.76 8.86 two-layer
Netherlands UDF SOFIE Rotterdam Hoevelaken 2013 6.50 0.00 single-layer
Poland Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego 2012 37.32 45.29 two-layer
Poland UDF Warsaw, Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego 2011 41.58 59.02 two-layer
Poland UDF Warsaw, Bank Ochrony Srodowiska S.A. 2011 16.45 59.02 two-layer
Poland Bank Ochrony Srodowiska S.A., Warszawa 2010 15.88 99.22 two-layer
Poland Bank Zachodni WBK SA 2011 19.73 99.22 two-layer
Poland Bank Ochrony Srodowiska S.A., ul 2011 63.22 99.22 two-layer
Poland UDF Wielkopolska, Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego 2010 62.33 66.26 two-layer
Portugal BPI Jessica Loans Porto (contract 81247) 2011 25.00 132.50 two-layer
Portugal Caixa Geral de Depositos S.A., Jessica loans (contract 83373) 2011 13.09 132.50 two-layer
Portugal BPI Jessica Loans Portugal (contract 83373) 2011 3.50 132.50 two-layer
Portugal Caixa Geral de Depositos S.A., Jessica loans (contract 81248) 2011 23.27 132.50 two-layer
Portugal BPI Jessica Loans Porto (contract 81249) 2011 7.90 132.50 two-layer
Portugal Caixa Geral de Depositos S.A., Jessica loans (contract 82608) 2011 5.01 132.50 two-layer
Portugal Turismo de Portugal IP, Jessica loans (contract 81250) 2011 7.00 132.50 two-layer
Portugal Turismo de Portugal IP, Jessica loans (contract 81251) 2011 8.01 132.50 two-layer
Slovakia JESSICA Štátny fond rozvoja bývania (The State Housing Development Fund)2013 11.53 0.00 single-layer
UK Scottish Partnership for Regeneration in Urban Centres (SPRUCE) LP 2011 17.75 60.00 two-layer
UK Foresight Environmental Fund LP 2011 44.45 152.39 two-layer
UK London Energy Efficiency Fund (LEEF) LP 2011 63.50 152.39 two-layer
UK Chrysalis LP 2012 41.72 133.10 two-layer
UK North West Evergreen LP 2011 54.29 133.10 two-layer
UK SCR UDF Limited Partnership, Sheffield, CBRE 2012 28.74 0.00 single-layer
UK The Regeneration Investment Fund For Wales (RIFW) LP 2010 45.88 0.00 single-layer
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No Member State created a fund during the global financial crisis (GFC) in 2008. In all financial engineering 
instruments, Managing Authorities decided to establish funds as an alternative funding instrument after the global 
financial crisis in the years 2009 to 2013. Therefore, Managing Authorities created all UDFs during the European 
sovereign debt crisis that erupted post GFC around late 2009 because of overly high government structural deficits 
and accelerating debt levels. The main causes were weak actual and potential growth, competitive weakness, 
liquidation of banks and sovereigns and large pre-existing debt-to-GDP ratios. Especially four European Member 
States (Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Cyprus) faced a strong rise of interest rate spreads for government bonds and 
needed to be rescued by sovereign bailout programs. A fifth state, Spain, received financial support package from 
the European Stability Mechanism to fund a bank recapitalization without containing any financial support for the 
government itself. In 2014, Ireland and Portugal had completed and exited their bailout programs successfully. 
Figure 3: Long-term interest rates during the implementation of JESSICA type funds in Europe 
 
Table 1 further reveals that Greece, Portugal and Spain are leading countries in the implementation of JESSICA. Other 
countries with comparable high interest rate levels at that time (e.g. Italy, Lithuania and Slovakia) followed them 
and established own holding funds and UDFs. Those countries belong to the group of EU member states which 
implemented JESSICA type funds in a widespread form (with more five funds established in their Member State). It 
is possible to differentiate three groups of Member States in Europe, which seem to have a completely different 
attitude concerning these financial engineering instruments in urban development. Eight countries implemented 
JESSICA in a limited scale (with not more than 1-4 JESSICA type funds (including holding funds) established). Seven 
countries implemented JESSICA type funds in a widespread form (with more five funds established in their Member 
State) and then there is the largest country group (13 Member States), which avoided the formation of urban 
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development funds as well as holding funds. If we compare the characteristics of these three groups with the help 
of a variance analysis (ANOVA), it is possible to come to some insights.  
Table 2: ANOVA regarding the interest rates in member states at the foundation and operating of financial 
engineering instruments in the JESSICA Initiative 
 
 
Not only concerning the interest rates level at the foundation of the financial engineering instruments there is a 
highly significant difference between these three country groups. Rather we see a significant difference in the 
interest rate levels in the operating phase of UDFs but also in the number of holding funds, specific funds (within 
and outside of the JESSICA initiative) and in possible development projects to be funded. This confirms the analysis 
of Nadler (2014). Therefore, we can come to a first conclusion: JESSICA is widespread especially in member states 
with liquidity problems and high interest rate levels. In those countries – like in the past e.g. Greece or Portugal – 
UDFs provide a real project financing alternative for the stakeholders in the regional development sectors. 
                0.001
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Col Mean            0
Row Mean- 
                                (Bonferroni)
                     Comparison of rates_foun~r by var45
Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(1) =  29.0568  Prob>chi2 = 0.000
    Total           .140397567     54   .002599955
                                                                        
 Within groups      .115820271     53   .002185288
Between groups      .024577296      1   .024577296     11.25     0.0015
                                                                        
    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F
                        Analysis of Variance
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4. Project financing strategies in the 28 European Member States 
Regardless of the number and the path followed to establish JESSICA funds in a Member State, the main financial 
innovation and benefit becomes obvious at the level of projects: in-stead of paying out capital as a grant, capital is 
revolving and managers can therefore reinvested capital in new projects (enabling the “recycling of funds”). In 
contrast to private project finance, the Managing Authorities can promote relevant urban development projects by 
granting favorable financing terms to promoters.  
Based on the recommendation of Kreuz/Nadler (2010) the following Table 3 gives a compact overview on the main 
elements of the business planning (“key dimensions”) relevant for the urban development funds in the EU member 
states. Here, we can see that most of the UDFs are multi-purpose development financiers in urban regeneration. 
Most of these instruments have a national scope and provide credits (less often also equity) to projects by using the 
commercial or promotional banking system as distribution channels.  
Table 3: Business plans of financial engineering instruments in the JESSICA Initiative for EU member states 
 
Here, the reduction in the resulting weighted average cost of capital for the promoters can make projects favorable 
that would not be feasible without the UDF investments. Furthermore, public entities can also participate in the 
financial benefits associated with the value enhancement of successful projects. In particular, the provision of equity 
capital by UDFs is able to attract private investors and therefore provoke higher “leveraging” of public funds, along 
with a transfer of knowledge from private developers, investors and financial institutions. Altogether, these public 
and private parties manage to develop large-scale urban development projects, which one party acting alone could 
not realize. 
A classic example for these evaluations are the five UDFs in Greece (see Table 1), which financed overall 12 urban 
development projects mostly in the area of (social and technical) infrastructure in all Greece regions: 
Table 4: Project financing of financial engineering instruments in the JESSICA Initiative of Greece 
 
Like many UDFs in Europe, the Greece funds used only (partial) loan funding to promote those urban development 
projects. Most of these projects have private investors and promoters, which provide the remaining private 
investment capital. While these investment fields are quiet typical for integrated urban development projects and 
programs in Europe (cf. Nadler 2014), the (achieved) public fund leveraging is with 2.1 quite low in comparison to 
grant financing. However, the fund manager as well as the promoters argue that these projects would not be realized 
without the implementation of the JESSICA-initiative in Greece. It remains to be seen if more (public) outcomes and 
impacts were achieved and how sustainable the use of these financial engineering instruments is not only in Greece 
Description of independent variables # Observations # Categories Specification Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
Lifecycle phase targeted by UDF 55 4 no, multi purpose (1=ref.), project development (2), redevelopment (3), modernisation (4) 0.95 1.28 0.00 3.00
Thematic focus of UDF 55 3 no, urban regeneration (1=ref.), energy (2), other (3) 0.55 0.94 0.00 4.00
Geographic scope of UDF 55 3 national (1=ref.), regional (2), municipal (3) 0.91 0.55 0.00 2.00
Financial instruments offered by UDF 55 4 no equity, just credit (1=ref.), equity (2), guarantee (3), equity and credit (4) 1.47 1.02 1.00 4.00
Impact measurement applied by UDF 55 4 output OP (1=ref.), output energy pass (2), benefits from surveys (3), outcome IPSUD (4) 2.49 1.35 1.00 4.00
Implementation strategy of UDF 55 6 linkage commercial bank (1=ref.), linkage promotional bank (2), upgrading (3), 3.18 2.02 1.00 6.00
downgrading (4), new fund without HF (5), new fund with HF (6)
Stakeholders of UDF 55 2 only public stakeholders (0), public private partnership (1) 0.49 0.50 0.00 1.00
# Urban Development Project (Financing) development specification topic UDF Investment (€ m.) Project financing (€ m.) financial instruments LtV Leverage
1 Improvement of the local road no7 – section “PAGNI – Stavrakia intersection” technical infrastructure transport Crete 0.7 0.15 loan 21.4% 3.67
2 Completion of the Public Car Park with the addition of 5 parking levels and regeneration of the development plot technical infrastructure transport Crete 2.0 0.7 loan 35.0% 1.86
3 Development of Biogas Plant technical infrastructure transport Crete 3.1 1.1 loan 35.5% 1.82
4 Design, Construction, Financing and Facility Management of 14 school buildings social infrastructure education Attica 58.0 19.1 loan 32.9% 2.04
5 Design, Construction, Financing and Facility Management of 10 schools buildings social infrastructure education Attica 52.0 16.7 loan 32.1% 2.11
Design, financing, installation, operational support, maintenance and technical management of an research &
5 Integrated Telematics System for information provision to users and fleet management of Road Transport SA technical infrastructure development Attica 18.9 4 loan 21.2% 3.73
6 Relocation of Corfu Intercity KTEL technical infrastructure transport Ionian Islands 2.3 1.4 loan 60.9% 0.64
7 Development of a Biomass-to-electricity power plant with a power output capacity of 1MW, in Krya Vrisi. technical infrastructure energy Central Macedonia 3.9 2.4 loan 61.5% 0.63
8 Development of a 1 MW Biogas project at Pentalofos technical infrastructure energy Central Macedonia 3.8 2.6 loan 68.4% 0.46
9 Development of a 1 MW Biogas project at Chalkidona technical infrastructure energy Central Macedonia 5.3 3.6 loan 67.9% 0.47
10 Renovation of old Tobacco warehouse and development of a modern 5* hotel property redevelopment tourism Eastern Macedonia 15.0 1.9 loan 12.7% 6.89
11 Implementation of Athletic Infrastructures (swimming pool)  and Leisure facilities social infrastructure tourism Epirus 1.5 1.1 loan 73.3% 0.36
12 Integrated Waste Management System. Design, Financing, Construction, Operation and Maintenance technical infrastructure environment Western Macedonia 49.0 13 loan 26.5% 2.77
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but in all relevant member states. Only a full outcome evaluation of the funded urban development projects could 
answer the question about the economic stimulus of this project financing. 
 
5. Further readings and analysis 
A more comprehensible analysis regarding the key success factors for sustainable urban finance in the context of urban 
development funds, which gives also recommendations for the adjustment of the policy instrument in the current programming 
period as part of the ongoing process of a reformed EU cohesion policy, is in the meantime online published at Nadler/Nadler 
(2018). 
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